Urban Mill Service Model Validation by RIE WP

EUE / RIE Innovation Hub Service Model - Thematic Urban Innovation Collaboration Orchestration

- Regional Innovation Ecosystem Support Service (Espoo Innovation Garden Scope - EUE focus 2015)
- Local Living Labbing Service (Otaniemi Innovation Environment Scope - EUE focus 2014)
- EUE Innovation Hub Management and Networking (Urban Mill Orchestration Scope - EUE focus 2013)

- Co-working and Co-learning Space Service operated by JD
- EUE / RIE WP Research Community co-ordination by City of Espoo
- Platform enabled Ecosystem orchestraion provided by Urban Mill

Espoo Innovation Garden Events, Projects, Outcomes and Communities (co-creation and co-working)

- Exploration Concept
  - Co-monitoring, Co-learning
- People Flows and Networks
- Smart Creative City
- Urban Learning and Education
- Urban Entrepreneurs and Intrapreneurs

Multi-disciplinary Co-design Portfolios

- Health and Well-being
- Sustainable Environments
- Urban Research and Innovation

- Explotation Concept
  - Co-promoting Co-effectuation

Contacts & knowledge memory
- Workshop and event practices and support
- Co-working service for teams and projects
- Service Design prototype and demo spaces
- Digital 2-3 D showrooms and situation rooms
- Global connected co-locations and co-brands

Resource Sharing Culture and Co-management Practices (operational EUE focus 2013)

- Sensitive and Supportive Connected Smart Buildings and Environments (operational EUE focus 2014)
- Multiple open digital resource interfaces, 1-2-3D contents / models and clouds (operational EUE focus 2015)

EUE / RIE Platform: enabling physical, virtual and social co-creation, prototyping and demonstrations
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